The Lenovo Go Wireless Split Keyboard is a revolution in workplace comfort designed to reduce the strain on your forearms, hands, and shoulders. Sculpted using the latest ergonomic science, the keyboard features strain-reducing vertical tenting and a negative tilt that ensure your posture is correctly aligned at all times so you can maintain focus and productivity for longer.
**Lenovo Go Wireless Split Keyboard**

**WHY CHOOSE THE LENOVO GO WIRELESS SPLIT KEYBOARD?**

- **Put The Health Back In Your Work**
  For generations, keyboards have been designed for computers, not people. The Go Wireless Split Keyboard delivers an experience designed for you with split keys and negative tilt that encourage optimal typing posture when sitting or standing.

- **The ‘Key’ To Better Performance**
  A comfortable typing experience is vital to productivity. That’s why the keyboard features premium scissor-switch keys with tactile 1.8 mm feedback, 62.5 g of actuation force, and island-style keys with ergonomically curved keytops.

- **Get The Support You Need**
  By adding a high-quality cork palm rest, we can support your palms and ensure that your arms remain free from pain while in use. Keeping your keyboard clean is easy, too, thanks to the liquid-resistant UV-coating that covers the cork palm rest.

**SPECIFICATIONS**

**DESIGN & PERFORMANCE**

- **Ergonomic Features**
  - Key Separation: Split Keys at 13° Angle
  - Vertical Tenting: Vertical Tenting at 11°
  - Negative Tilt: Detachable 4° Negative Tilt Rise
  - Palm rest: Integrated Palm rest made of Composite Cork

- **Battery**
  - Type: 2 x AA Battery
  - Battery Life*: Up to 12 Months

**CONNECTIVITY**

- **Interface**
  2.4 GHz Wireless via USB Receiver

- **Unified Pairing**
  Supports Lenovo Unified Pairing Receiver

- **Wireless Operating Distance**
  Up to 10 m

**DESIGN**

- **Layout**
  2-zone (alphanumeric zone and home/arrow zone)

- **Number of Keys**
  Vary depending on language

- **Dedicated Multimedia Keys**
  Function hot keys with Fn Lock function

- **Switch**
  Scissor Switch

- **Tilt Adjustable**
  Negative Tilt

- **Color**
  Storm Grey Painting and Natural Cork Color

- **Backlight**
  No

**INFORMATION**

- **Supported OS**
  Windows 7
  Windows 10

- **PC Systems**
  Supported PC with USB-A Port

- **Warranty**
  1 Year

- **Ship Group (What’s in the Box)**
  Lenovo Go Wireless Split Keyboard
  Lenovo USB-A Unified Pairing Receiver
  2 x AA Battery
  Documents and Pubs

- **Part Numbers (PN)**
  4Y41C33748~4Y41C33879
  GY41C33913~GY41C33977

---

* Battery life may vary based on usage.

---

Lenovo reserves the right to alter product offerings and specifications at any time, without notice. Lenovo makes every effort to ensure accuracy of all information but is not liable or responsible for any editorial, graphic, or typographic errors. All images are for illustration purposes only. For full Lenovo product, service, and warranty specifications, visit www.lenovo.com. Lenovo makes no representations or warranties regarding third-party products or services. Trademarks: The following are trademarks or registered trademarks of Lenovo: Lenovo, the Lenovo logo, Rescue and Recovery, ThinkPad, ThinkCentre, ThinkStation, ThinkServer, ThinkVantage, and ThinkVision. Other company, product, and service names may be trademarks or service marks of others. Battery life and recharge times will vary based on many factors, including system settings and usage. Visit www.lenovo.com/lenovo/us/en/safecomp periodically for the latest information on safe and effective computing.